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QUESTION 1

Changing a dense dimension member from stored to dynamic causes________. 

A. a Full restructure 

B. an Index restructure 

C. an Outline restructure 

D. No restructure 

Correct Answer: A 

These types of restructure operations are listed from fastest to slowest: 

*

 Outline only (no index or data files) 

*

 Sparse (only index files) 

*

 Dense (index files and data files) as a result of adding, deleting, or moving members and other operations. 

*

 Dense (index and data files) as a result of changing a dense dimension to sparse or changing a sparse dimension to
dense (A) 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the three rules for Shared Members in ASO? 

A. A Multiple Hierarchy Enabled dimension can have shared members. 

B. When a hierarchy is tagged Multiple Hierarchies Enabled, it must be store. 

C. The alternate hierarchy has shared members that refer to nonshared members of previous hierarchies in the outline. 

D. The shared members roll up according to a different hierarchy from the nonshared members to which they refer. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Shared member hierarchy is also an alternate hierarchy. All shared member refers to stored members of outline (C). In
aggregate storage application only multiple hierarchies can have shared members. (A) 

Stored hierarchy has only addition as consolidation operator. You can use the stored hierarchy type where aggregation
is the only mathematical requirement. If you have some shared member in hierarchy then use multiple hierarchy. 
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QUESTION 3

Identify the three invalid methods to back up ASO database. 

A. MaxL alter database commands 

B. Esscmd BEGINARCHIVE / ENDARCHIVE 

C. Backup and Recovery features introduced In version 11 

D. Operating System backup 

Correct Answer: ACD 

A: the MaxL statement alter database begin archive do not support aggregate storage databases. 

D: Operating System backup cannot backup the ASO database. 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to display a text value based on variance data in an ASO database. If the variance percentage is less than 10,
users should see "Low Priority," if the variance percentage is between 11 and 25, users should see "Medium Priority,"
and if the variance percentage is greater than 25, users should see High Priority." The Essbase feature that supports
this capability is: 

A. Text List 

B. Format string 

C. Text data type of a measure 

D. Trigger 

E. Not possible in an ASO database 

Correct Answer: B 

Using format strings, you can format the values (cell contents) of Essbase database members in numeric type
measures so that they appear, for query purposes, as text, dates, or other types of predefined values. The resultant
display value is the cell\\'s formatted value (FORMATTED_VALUE property in MDX).The underlying real value is
numeric, and this value is unaffected by the associated formatted value. Format strings enable you to display more
meaningful values in place of raw numeric values. For example, using a text based formatted value, you might display
data cells as "High," "Medium," and "Low." 

To use a format string you just have enable types measures on your outline, then in the member properties for
"Associate format string" use the syntax :-MdxFormat ( string_value_expression )A simple example
isMdxFormat(IIF(CellValue() 

 

QUESTION 5

Within which two directories can you set the location and file size in ASO? 
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A. Default 

B. Metadata 

C. Log 

D. Temp 

E. Bin 

F. Data 

Correct Answer: AD 

For aggregate storage applications, Tablespace Manager controls data retrieval and storage, using tablespace
definitions to manage data storage and work areas on the disk. 

Tablespaces help optimize data file and work file storage and retrieval. Tablespaces define location definitions that map
data artifacts, such as aggregate views and aggregations, to files. Each application directory contains directories for four
tablespaces: 

*

 default 

*

 log 

*

 metadata 

*

 temp 

*

 Directory path locations 

*

 Maximum disk space to be used at each location 

*

 Maximum file size allowed within each location 

For default and temp you can specify multiple locations and sizes, and you can define tablespace properties: 
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